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Abstract This paper presents a real-time audio-to-score alignment system for
musical applications. The aim of these systems is to synchronize a live musical
performance with its symbolic representation in a music sheet. We have used as
a base our previous real-time alignment system by enhancing it with a traceback
stage, a stage used in offline alignment to improve the accuracy of the aligned note.
This stage introduces some delay, what forces to assume a trade-off between output
delay and alignment accuracy that must be considered in the design of this type
of hybrid techniques. We have also improved our former system to execute faster
in order to minimize this delay. Other interesting improvements, like identification
of silence frames, have also been incorporated to our proposed system.

Keywords hybrid audio-to-score alignment · Audio-to-score alignment · Score
following · Dynamic Time Warping

1 Introduction

Online audio-to-score alignment (also known as score following) is the task of
synchronizing a live performance of music with its corresponding symbolic score
in real-time [7]. Essentially, a score follower is a software that “listens” to the
audio signal and determines almost instantly the musicians’ position in the sheet
(represented internally in MIDI, music XML or any other structured format).
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Unlike offline alignment, where the whole performance is available before start-
ing the synchronization, online algorithms take a decision as the audio is acquired,
using only past and present information. This fact makes online alignment less
accurate than offline alignment. However, online alignment is required for some
practical real-time applications where a slight delay on the output can be admitted
as, for example, in automatic page turning [4], automatic music accompaniment
for live soloists [20], real-time sound source separation [11], interactive educational
music software [8], display of synchronized context information [3] or automatic
control of equipment on stage (e.g. lighting, screens or cameras). In this context,
many recent efforts in the field have been focused on improving the robustness and
speed of music real-time tracking systems, making them appropriate for mobile
devices and for a wide range of real-life contexts [1,2,3].

In score following, in general, there exists a trade-off between output delay
and alignment accuracy. By aligning the current frame, greater accuracy can be
achieved if neighboring frames (including future ones) are available for process-
ing, at the expense of both introducing some latency and using more resources.
For a given score following algorithm it is worth studying this trade-off since a
significant gain in accuracy can be obtained by sacrificing a little response speed.
Provided latency (and complexity) is kept within acceptable limits, robustness is
more important than response time for some of the applications. This is the case,
for instance, of an application that receives the audio signal and displays the music
sheet with synchronized highlighting of the current position (with automatic page
turning or scrolling). It does not matter too much if the position is estimated with
a short delay, but it is crucial not to deviate too much during the performance.
This trade-off is useful in strictly online tracking of classical music, where pieces
are long and full of different situations (slow parts, long pauses, fast sections, high
level of polyphony). Similarly, this is also the case of applications based on score-
guided source separation, where the key aspect is the quality in separation, even
if the output audio is played with a certain delay.

In this paper we analyze the relationship between alignment accuracy and de-
lay. We base this analysis on the framework of our system ReMAS [2]. ReMAS is
a parallel and efficient Real-time Musical Alignment System that has been imple-
mented and optimized for low-power processors, such as ARM processors, which
are the heart of smartphones, laptops, tablets, and other embedded systems. Re-
MAS uses a fast spectral decomposition algorithm to measure the matching be-
tween each input frame and all events in the score [5]. It also uses a variation of
online Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) to perform the alignment, where only the
forward path is computed and the result is returned without delay. The system
presented in this paper, HReMAS (Hybrid Real-time Musical Alignment System),
improves ReMAS by incorporating a traceback stage, borrowed from the offline
alignment, to the online DTW with a configurable delay parameter that produces
a “hybrid” alignment. Consequently, the alignment resulted for each frame is re-
turned after a certain delay by following the backward path started at the point
estimated for the current input frame.

HReMAS also includes other important improvements such as, e.g. an algo-
rithm to detect silence audio frames. We propose a mathematical model to char-
acterized and accurately detect these frames, whose identification is a key factor
to synchronize the whole performance.
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Given all this and according to the best of our knowledge, there has not yet
been presented a holistic, flexible, free and cross-platform software that addresses
this kind of problems. As a proof of concept, some experiments are carried out on
a dataset of orchestral music, showing that the traceback stage can significantly
improve the alignment accuracy while introducing only a small delay, without
degrading performance and maintaining a reasonable memory consumption.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review related works on score
following and briefly describe our base system. Section 3 describes the traceback
stage with configurable delay incorporated into our score follower. In Section 4, we
detail the improvements over ReMAS and the silence-detection process. Experi-
mental results are shown in Section 5 and conclusions are outlined in Section 6.

2 Backgroud of the alignment system

Audio-to-score alignment has been an important research topic since the 1990s,
where computers became powerful enough to address the problem. Early systems
were limited to monophonic music and based on pitch detectors. Later, systems
were proposed for polyphonic music, and started using more complex signal fea-
tures and alignment techniques.

An audio-to-score alignment system typically contains two steps: feature extrac-
tion and alignment. In the first stage, comparable features are computed directly
from the score and the audio signal, such that both data sources are represented
by the two feature sequences that must be aligned: U = (u1, . . . ,un, . . . ,uN ) and
V = (v1, . . . ,vt, . . . ,vT ). Here, N represents the number of time instants in the
score and T is the number of time instants in the audio, which, for online process-
ing, typically corresponds to the number of frames acquired up to the current time.
Features proposed in the literature are designed to capture robustly the musical
content, and to be as much discriminative as possible between different musical
situations. The most common ones are chroma vectors [13], semigrams [10], onset-
based measures [12,15], spectral peak structure [9] or spectral bases extracted
from analysis with Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [6]. In the alignment
stage, the system finds corresponding time points in the two feature sequences (i.e.
the corresponding position in the score for each point in time). For this task, the
majority of the methods compute a comparison measure for each pair from U and
V , and find the best general alignment by employing stochastic approaches based
on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [20] or, more commonly, DTW [18].

For online alignment, one of the most famous approaches is the online DTW
algorithm proposed by Dixon [10]. Like standard DTW, the method uses a local
cost function to compare pairs of audio and score segments

d(n, t) = f(un,vt),

where f(·) is any kind of function to compare features, and d(n, t) can be viewed
as the cost of aligning un with vt. From d(n, t), an accumulated cost matrix is
constructed, containing the value of the minimum cost path up to (n, t). The dif-
ference with classic (offline) DTW is that the backward path is not implemented,
because, at time t, the current point (n, t) with minimum cost is returned as a
result. In the method by Dixon, only the neighboring cells around the current po-
sition are considered, thus saving processing time and memory consumption. The
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main drawback of the framework described in [10] is that the algorithm tends to
get lost in the score, and is not able to recover due to the heavy constraints imposed
on the path. The algorithm is significantly improved in [3], where a “backward-
forward” approach is proposed to reconsider past decisions. Specifically, after every
two audio frames, the backward path is computed starting in the current point and
ending after a few steps backward. From this point “in the past”, a new forward
path is started, which enables to analyze if the tracking is going too fast, too slow
or good. The output of the system is still online, but the tracker can detect and
correct errors faster. Another improvement proposed in [3] is the incorporation of
a tempo model. Again, as the backward path has better information about the
performance than the forward path, its slope is used to estimate the recent tempo
difference between the score and the audio. This tempo estimate is used to stretch
or compress the feature sequence of the score, in order to match the performance
tempo. Other authors have proposed modifications of the classic DTW algorithm
to increase speed or reduce memory cost. In [14], a short-time version of DTW
is proposed, which performs the matching by dividing the sequences into shorter
portions, providing the same result than standard DTW under some hypothesis.
Unfortunately, the algorithm is not intended to work online, but only as a tool to
reduce memory consumption.

Our online audio-to-score alignment algorithm [5] is also composed of two main
modules: the feature extraction module and the alignment module.

The feature extraction module pre-processes the symbolic score to represent it
in a suitable format for alignment purposes. The goal is to convert the score into
a time sequence of features in the form U = (u1, . . . ,un, . . . ,uN ). First, the score
is analyzed to detect how many unique combinations of notes occur during the
piece. Each unique combination of notes is called a score unit. These combinations
take into account the instruments involved, such that two combinations having
identical note numbers but different instruments are considered as two different
score units. Since the music is repetitive and many combinations of notes usually
span across multiple frames, the number of units will be often much smaller than
the number of frames.

Once the score is structured into score units, the feature extraction module
learns a single spectral pattern for each of them. To do this, a MIDI version of the
score is converted into an audio file by using a software synthesizer. The result is
a synthetic low-quality signal for which the activation time of each unit is known.
This signal is converted to the time-frequency domain, and decomposed using
supervised NMF. As a result, a single spectral pattern is obtained for each unit.

Each feature un in the sequence U is the spectral pattern corresponding to the
active combination in instant n. Regarding the audio signal, when a new frame
is acquired at time t, the feature extraction module extracts a vector of features
vt from the frame. In our approach, this feature vector vt is just the input frame
converted to the frequency domain.

The alignment module follows the live musical performance online, and reports
the current position of the musicians in the score. For each input frame, the align-
ment module computes the matching cost between vt and every element in the
score sequence U . The corresponding position in the score is determined from the
accumulated costs given by an implementation of online DTW. In out approach
the cost measure between t and every instant in the score is given by the following
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distortion:
d(n, t) = Dβ (gn,tun|vt) , (1)

where Dβ(·) is the β-divergence function, β ∈ [0, 2], and gn,t is obtained by the
following fast spectral decomposition equation [5]:

gn,t =
|vtu(β−1)

n |1
|uβn|1

. (2)

3 Proposed DTW traceback with configurable delay

When a new audio frame arrives at time t, the matching cost d(n, t) of aligning
instant t with every instant n in the score (1 ≤ n ≤ N) is computed using Eq. (1).
From these local distances, the accumulated cost matrix D is computed using the
following recursion:

D(n, t) = min
cn,ct

{
D(n− 1, t− ct) + d(n, t)σ1,ct
D(n− cn, t− 1) + d(n, t)σcn,1

}
,

where cn and ct are the step sizes at each dimension, whose values are the integers
in the range cn ∈ [1, Cn] and ct ∈ [1, Ct]. Scalars Cn and Ct are then the maximum
allowed step sizes in the score and in the performance, respectively. The weights
σ control the bias toward diagonal steps, being set to σx,y =

√
x2 + y2. Observe

that D(n, t) is the accumulated cost matrix of the minimum-cost path from (1, 1)
to (n, t), and that D(1, 1) is initialized to d(1, 1), because the alignment result is
constrained to include the point (1, 1).

The accumulated cost matrix D is filled as new audio frames arrive to the
system. At each time t, the corresponding position in the score is estimated directly
from the information accumulated up to t, which can be considered as a sub-
optimal solution. In its simplest version, the algorithm simply returns the score
position associated to the best forward path, that is, nout = arg minnD(n, t).
Other versions incorporate certain improvements to estimate a better forward
path, such as the use of anchor points (see [21] for details). Observe that only the
last Ct columns of D are needed to compute a new one, which allows to use a
circular buffer of dimensions N × Ct to implement matrix D in the computer.

For those situations in which a certain delay is allowed, the use of a lim-
ited traceback can improve the alignment results, at the expense of using more
resources. In this work, we modify our online DTW to incorporate a traceback
stage, in which a backward path limited to b frames in audio time is computed.
At each instant t, the algorithm delivers the alignment result corresponding to the
audio frame t− b, obtained by computing the forward path up to t and following
the recursion b steps backward in the x-axis (performance). In our specific imple-
mentation, the backtracking length b (or delay) is a configurable parameter of the
algorithm, so we can compare the results of the score follower for different selected
delays.

In order to compute a backward path with b frames, the algorithm must store
the best step sizes for each (n, t) across the last b frames. A matrix P of step sizes
is constructed as follows

P (n, t) = arg min
cn,ct

{
D(n− 1, t− ct) + d(n, t)σ1,ct
D(n− cn, t− 1) + d(n, t)σcn,1

}
, (3)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1: (a) ReMAS’s block diagram. (b) DTW traceback example for a delay of b
frames, where the backtrack path starts at (nmin, t) and ends in (nout, t− b).

where each element P (n, t) stores the pair {cn, ct} corresponding to the last step
of the minimum cost path up to (n, t). Since b is the maximum allowed delay,
P can be implemented in the computer as a matrix with N × b elements (for
example, in the form of indexes to a table of allowed step sizes). Consequently,
the traceback stage increases the memory consumption in comparison to online
DTW, depending on the chosen delay.

At each time t, the score position corresponding to the best forward path is
selected as nmin = arg minnD(n, t), and the backward path is constructed step-
by-step from (nmin, t) by reading the step sizes stored in P . After following the
backward path during b audio frames at least, the new score position nout is re-
turned as a result for the audio frame t − b. The traceback process is illustrated
graphically with an example in Fig. 1.

4 HReMAS: Hybrid ReMAS

ReMAS, whose architecture is shown in Fig. 1 (a), is a parallel system based on a
fast spectral decomposition algorithm and a variation of online DTW. HReMAS
has been implemented in C with OpenMP for multicores and in CUDA for NVIDIA
GPUs. In ReMAS only the forward path is computed so that the result is returned
without delay. To incorporate the traceback stage assuming a configurable delay
parameter it is necessary to incorporate some improvements to ReMAS. We have
accomplished a major review with the aim of improving its stability, usability, and
performance. The main improvements are:

1. The input to ReMAS is an unstructured file obtained from an external system
that is in charge of capturing audio, something that restricts its practical use.
In HReMAS, the input data comes from either wav audio files or from audio
captured from the microphone. The input data structures have been modified
accordingly in order to allow both options.

2. As a consequence of the previous modification, the feature extraction module
has been redesigned. We have regrouped several CUDA kernels to form a small
group improving, as a result, spatial and temporal locality.
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Table 1: Average time per frame (in milliseconds) of ReMAS [2] and the improved
ReMAS developed for HReMAS for scores of different length (in seconds).

ReMAS [2] ReMAS [2] Improved ReMAS Improved ReMAS
Score length CPU GPU CPU GPU

150 1.8694 2.8822 0.8810 0.7909
300 2.6922 3.1928 1.2328 0.9114
600 4.5609 3.3213 2.1805 1.2828
900 6.8854 3.7335 3.2177 1.7268
1800 12.459 4.7536 5.8552 2.8699

3. The “Distortion block” has also been optimized, improving the relationship
between the number of computing operations and memory accesses.

4. Before incorporating the traceback process to the DTW module, certain DTW
operations, intended to avoid deviations, have been eliminated reducing, thus,
the total computational weight of the DTW module.

Table 1 compares the average time per frame of the version of ReMAS improved
in this work with the ReMAS developed in [2] under the same conditions. The tar-
get platform used to obtain the figures in Table 1 is a NVIDIA Jetson Development
Kit which features a Quad-core ARM R© A57 processor and a NVIDIA MaxwellTM

GPU with 256 NVIDIA R© CUDA R© cores. As it can be seen, the changes incorpo-
rated to ReMAS have led to a substantial improvement.

As shown in Fig. 1 (b), DTW traceback consists in following the (unique)
path between the final position and the initial position using the information
computed with DTW in the forward stage. In addition to storing the cost (in the
aforementioned matrix D) we need to store the position among those possible that
reach the minimum cost path (3). HReMAS does not store the whole D, but only
a submatrix with as many columns as the maximum possible step sizes (the Ct
and Cn values) and operates on it in a circular way. Thus, we minimize memory
consumption and the number of data block movements. We also use a circular
buffer, whose size is the maximum admissible delay, to store the steps.

The process is similar to that described in [2] when the maximum delay is
not reached, but without computing the minimum cost path. Once the maximum
delay is reached, we enter the traceback phase. The computational impact due to
traceback is analyzed in Section 5.

Another thing worth mentioning is that HReMAS does not return the minimal-
cost position of each frame but the tempo (speed). The new tempo is computed
from the minimum that was obtained and the current tempo. This computation is
sensitive to small differences. This is why we have implemented a unidimensional
Gaussian filter of width equal to the number of steps (again the Ct and Cn con-
stants). This filtering results in a more conservative system with less fluctuations
and more accurate results.

In addition, an algorithm to detect silence audio frames was incorporated into
the system. This extension allows the system to know when the musicians are not
playing (either because they have not started yet or because of pauses in the middle
of the performance) to stop temporally the alignment during those moments. A
spectral pattern representing silence is defined as u0. This pattern is a vector set
to ones that models the flat spectral shape of silence and gaussian noise. Then,
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the distortion between the input frame and u0 is computed similarly to (1), as
follows:

dsilence(t) = Dβ (g0,tu0|vt) , (4)

where g0,t is computed as in (2). From all distortions d(n, t) and dsilence(t), the
silence likelihood is finally determined as

psilence(t) = Fsig

(
min
n
d(n, t)− dsilence(t)

)
, (5)

where Fsig(·) is the sigmoid function Fsig(x) = 1/(1 + e−x). To incorporate cer-
tain temporal information from past audio frames, the decision is made by a
causal HMM with 2 states: “silence” and “non-silence”, with likelihoods equal
to psilence(t) and 1 − psilence(t), respectively. The transition probabilities of this
HMM are chosen to maintain certain steadiness in each state.

The silence detector is executed for each frame before continuing with the DTW
computations. In other words, if the current frame is detected to be silence, then
the frame is discarded, and no new columns of D nor P are computed. Otherwise,
the DTW module proceeds as usual.

5 Experiments

The audio database used for evaluating our alignment accuracy was proposed
in [19], and consists of four passages of orchestral music from the Classical and
Romantic periods. The dataset includes the scores of the compositions, as well as
the ground-truth alignment between audio and score (generated in [16]). The four
pieces differ in terms of number of instruments sections, style, dynamics, and size of
the orchestra. The first piece is Symphony no. 7 by Beethoven, featuring big chords,
string crescendos and relatively long pauses. The second passage is Bruckner’s
Symphony no. 8, corresponding to the late Romantic period, and featuring large
dynamics and a full orchestra. Mahler’s Symphony no. 1 also features a large
orchestra and a typical Romantic style, but is considerably more complex than
Bruckner’s piece. The last excerpt is a segment from the opera Don Giovanni by
Mozart, with Classical style and played by a small group of musicians, including
a soloist segment. A detailed description of the database is provided in Table 2,
including measurements of the complexity of the compositions calculated from the
score, such as the polyphony density (average number of simultaneous notes per
frame) and the inter-onset duration (average time gap between onsets).

As explained in [19], the recordings were made in an anechoic chamber using
professional recording equipment. To simulate a more challenging recording sce-
nario, the audio signals were played with a Genelec 8020B loudspeaker in a room
with dimensions 7.25 m × 8.20 m (a regular laboratory), and captured with an in-
expensive Genius MIC-01A microphone situated 2 m away from the loudspeaker.
The resulting files were used for our alignment experiments. All audio files are
sampled at 44100 Hz.

Results are expressed in terms of alignment accuracy, which is defined as the
percentage of correctly aligned notes in the score [7]. A note is considered to be
correctly aligned if its reported onset does not deviate more than a threshold (or
tolerance window) from the reference alignment. Typical threshold values range
from 50 to 500 ms. Missed notes (i.e. notes present in the reference score but not in
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Table 2: Characteristics of the orchestral dataset used for the evaluation of our
score following system. For the polyphony density and the inter-onset duration,
both the mean and the standard deviation (in parenthesis) are included.

Composer Piece name Dur. Tracks Notes Poly. dens. Inter-onset dur.

Beethoven Symphony no. 7 3m 11s 20 3075 8.7 (4.9) 0.21s (0.19s)
Bruckner Symphony no. 8 1m 27s 39 2789 10.6 (4.5) 0.21s (0.08s)
Mahler Symphony no. 1 2m 12s 30 2822 5.9 (3.5) 0.24s (0.23s)
Mozart Don Giovanni 3m 47s 10 2724 5.0 (2.4) 0.26s (0.17s)

Table 3: Alignment results expressed as the percentage of correctly aligned notes
for different tolerance windows. The results correspond to the mean accuracy over
the four pieces for different system delays. The last column shows the best theo-
retical result that can be reached.

DELAY (sec)
TOL. (sec) 0 0.5 1 1.5 3 4.5 offline oracle

≤ 0.05 40.7 % 40.7 % 40.7 % 40.8 % 41.0 % 41.2 % 41.3 % 93.9 %
≤ 0.10 61.6 % 67.2 % 68.0 % 67.8 % 69.0 % 69.4 % 69.5 % 98.7 %
≤ 0.15 71.2 % 78.4 % 78.9 % 78.9 % 80.3 % 80.8 % 80.8 % 99.6 %
≤ 0.20 76.8 % 83.0 % 83.9 % 83.9 % 85.6 % 86.2 % 86.2 % 99.8 %
≤ 0.25 80.3 % 86.1 % 87.4 % 87.2 % 89.0 % 89.5 % 89.5 % 99.9 %
≤ 0.30 83.4 % 88.0 % 89.3 % 89.2 % 90.9 % 91.3 % 91.3 % 100 %
≤ 0.35 85.7 % 89.3 % 90.6 % 90.7 % 92.2 % 92.7 % 92.7 % 100 %
≤ 0.40 87.6 % 90.4 % 91.8 % 92.0 % 93.5 % 93.9 % 93.9 % 100 %
≤ 0.45 89.0 % 91.3 % 92.8 % 92.9 % 94.5 % 94.9 % 94.9 % 100 %
≤ 0.50 90.1 % 92.1 % 93.4 % 93.6 % 95.3 % 95.7 % 95.7 % 100 %

the result) and notes whose onsets are out of the tolerance window are considered
as misaligned.

The alignment accuracy was evaluated for different values of delay, from 0 to 5
sec., and different tolerance windows (from 50 ms to 500 ms). The results of each
individual piece and the global results (over the whole database) are illustrated
in Fig. 2. Table 3 shows accuracy in numbers including also the offline DTW for
comparison. The column “oracle” shows the best theoretical alignment result that
can be reached for each tolerance window. This limit exists because, in practice,
musicians do not play all onsets perfectly synchronized between themselves, but
with a deviation that, in some cases, can be longer than the tolerance window.

Subfigure (e) of Figure 2 summarizes the behaviour observed in the other fig-
ures: as the delay becomes longer the alignment accuracy improves. However, this
improvement is noticeable only for short delays and narrow tolerance windows. In
particular, for tolerance windows between 150 and 250 ms, the overall accuracy
difference between a system with 1 sec. delay and a fully online system is around
7-8%. Beyond that point, the accuracy improves more slowly, reaching 9-10% of
improvement for a delay equal to 4.5 sec. It does not make much sense to increase
the delay further, because the score follower reaches its limit around that point.
According to our experiment, for delays longer than 4.5 sec. the accuracy is al-
ways very similar, almost matching those obtained by the offline system. This is
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Fig. 2: Alignment accuracy results as a function of delay and tolerance window.

an important finding for certain applications such as audio-to-midi matching sys-
tems [17], because it reveals that, for a particular midi-audio pair, the matching
measure does not improve with longer queries.

As observed in Fig. 2, the impact of the delay is more significant for audios
difficult to align. For beethoven and a tolerance window of 150 ms, a delay of 1
sec. achieves around 9% more of accuracy. For mahler, this improvement is around
11% also for 1 sec. delay. For bruckner, the delay is not very beneficial, because
the online system obtains a very good alignment result already. In all files, the
results do not improve significantly beyond a certain delay value, although it seems
that this value depends on the file, ranging from 1 sec. for mozart to 4-5 sec. for
beethoven and bruckner.
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Fig. 3: Average time per frame with delay oscillating between 0 and 10 seconds.

Finally, Fig. 3 shows the average time per frame when the delay varies between
0 and 10 seconds, when the GPU is used, for medium/long compositions. As it
can be seen, time grows linearly with the delay, but remains within the limits
established in [2] as real-time.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the effect of the latency in the alignment accuracy
achieved by our score following algorithm. In general, many score followers have a
trade-off between accuracy and delay, because future information allows to improve
the alignment. An adequately selected delay can increase performace, and still
supports real-time applications. We modified our score follower, based on online
DTW, by incorporating a traceback stage with configurable delay. Experiments
on a database of orchestral music showed that a small increment of the latency
produces a certain improvement of the accuracy. Furthermore, beyond a certain
delay, the results are almost equal to offline alignment. We conclude that this
modification can be useful for applications not too sensitive to delay, such as online
score-informed source separation, sheet page turning or audio-based searching of
compositions.
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